Research into the following seal:-

Research finding No. 1:The Governor-General Ms Quentin Bryce
was asked if the seal shown above was the seal referred to
in the Commission given by Queen Elizabeth II to Ms Quentin Bryce,
to which an administrative assistant from Government House in Canberra
replied that the seal shown above
“is the same seal as the one that is on the Governor-General’s Commission”.
(Queen Elizabeth II = Queen of Australia is E.G.Whitlam invention a Statutory
Instrument without Authority A FRAUD making the Governor General a TOTAL
FRAUD)
Research finding No. 2:The Garter King of Arms at the College of Arms in London
was asked if the seal shown above,
which has been described as the Great Seal of Australia,
is recognized in British law and can be used by the Queen of the United Kingdom,
to which The Garter King of Arms of the College of Arms stated:“The devise submitted does not incorporate any Royal Arms.”
( NO Royal Arms No Authority so the FRAUDLENT GOVERNOR GENERAL
Commissioned by the Queen of Australia without Authority of the CROWN
can’t sign any LAW over the People of the Commonwealth of Australia)
“These are the Armorial Bearings of the Commonwealth of Australia.
Her Majesty is described as Queen of Australia on the seal and not Queen
of the United Kingdom.
I do not have any relevant record in my office; but I suspect the seal was
approved by the Governor General acting on behalf of the Sovereign.”
“There are scores if not hundreds of Letters Patent of Armorial Bearings
that have been issued to Australian citizens or Australian corporate bodies
of which The Queen is described as Queen of Australia.”
(These Corrupt Corporations Australian Governments; (C.O.A.G); their
Parliaments and their Governor’s DON’T have Common Law of England;
DON’T recognize the CROWN or represent the People of the Commonwealth.
These are a Private Foreign Corporations so the Vicarious Liability and
Treason Lies with them and all those involved with them)
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